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Panoptics are pleased to announce the EMEA launch of the VMware Work @ Home trial offer. As a

global VeloCloud, Now Part of VMware, partner, Panoptics are extremely excited to be involved in the

launch of this incredible offer to support organisations during the COVID-19 outbreak by providing

Enterprise class connectivity to newly distributed workforces.

With the business impact of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) being far reaching and workforces quickly

distributed to home or remote work environments, organisations now need reliable connectivity for

their staff in multiple locations often with a range of network challenges. Panoptics in partnership with

VeloCloud, Now Part of VMware, are pleased to provide a VMware SD-WAN Work @ Home solution,

including a 60 day free trial for up to 50 remote workers.

With a quick & simple setup process, organisations can now benefit from the VMware SD-WAN Edge

510 or 510-LTE boxes along with hosted VMware Orchestra & Gateway – quite simply everything an

organisation needs to get 50 members of staff up and running on enterprise-class SD-WAN

connectivity, utilising their existing home network connection.

With an understanding that running cloud applications such as Zoom, Azure, Teams and Outlook365

can be a challenge within a home office setting, the VMware Work @ Home solution utilises an

existing home network connection and a 4G connectivity if required, to ensure business critical

applications and traffic is prioritised, so business can continue even amidst the outbreak.

With extensive experience of deploying SD-WAN solutions around the world, Panoptics are keen to

support this incredible offer by ensuring organisations across the EMEA region can access the

technology quickly. If you’re interested in finding out more, please visit our Work @ Home page or

contact us below

We're always available to discuss any IT Project and would welcome the opportunity to talk it through. Get in

touch now and we're confident we will find the perfect solution for your business.

Get in touch today.

0203 137 6351
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